RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
Chapter 5. Law Firms* and Associations (Rules 5.1 – 5.7)
Rule 5.1 Responsibilities of Managerial and Supervisory Lawyers
(a)

A lawyer who individually or together with other lawyers possesses managerial authority
in a law firm,* shall make reasonable* efforts to ensure that the firm* has in effect
measures giving reasonable* assurance that all lawyers in the firm* comply with these
rules and the State Bar Act.

(b)

A lawyer having direct supervisory authority over another lawyer, whether or not a
member or employee of the same law firm,* shall make reasonable* efforts to ensure that
the other lawyer complies with these rules and the State Bar Act.

(c)

A lawyer shall be responsible for another lawyer’s violation of these rules and the State
Bar Act if:
(1)
(2)

the lawyer orders or, with knowledge of the relevant facts and of the specific
conduct, ratifies the conduct involved; or
the lawyer, individually or together with other lawyers, possesses managerial
authority in the law firm* in which the other lawyer practices, or has direct
supervisory authority over the other lawyer, whether or not a member or
employee of the same law firm,* and knows* of the conduct at a time when its
consequences can be avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable* remedial
action.

Comment
Paragraph (a) – Duties Of Managerial Lawyers To Reasonably* Assure Compliance with the
Rules
[1]
Paragraph (a) requires lawyers with managerial authority within a law firm* to make
reasonable* efforts to establish internal policies and procedures designed, for example, to detect
and resolve conflicts of interest, identify dates by which actions must be taken in pending
matters, account for client funds and property, and ensure that inexperienced lawyers are
properly supervised.
[2]
Whether particular measures or efforts satisfy the requirements of paragraph (a) might
depend upon the law firm’s structure and the nature of its practice, including the size of the law
firm,* whether it has more than one office location or practices in more than one jurisdiction, or
whether the firm* or its partners* engage in any ancillary business.
[3]
A partner,* shareholder or other lawyer in a law firm* who has intermediate managerial
responsibilities satisfies paragraph (a) if the law firm* has a designated managing lawyer
charged with that responsibility, or a management committee or other body that has appropriate
managerial authority and is charged with that responsibility. For example, the managing lawyer
of an office of a multi-office law firm* would not necessarily be required to promulgate firmwide policies intended to reasonably* assure that the law firm’s lawyers comply with the rules or
State Bar Act. However, a lawyer remains responsible to take corrective steps if the lawyer
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knows* or reasonably should know* that the delegated body or person* is not providing or
implementing measures as required by this rule.
[4]
Paragraph (a) also requires managerial lawyers to make reasonable* efforts to assure that
other lawyers in an agency or department comply with these rules and the State Bar Act. This
rule contemplates, for example, the creation and implementation of reasonable* guidelines
relating to the assignment of cases and the distribution of workload among lawyers in a public
sector legal agency or other legal department. (See, e.g., State Bar of California, Guidelines on
Indigent Defense Services Delivery Systems (2006).)
Paragraph (b) – Duties of Supervisory Lawyers
[5]
Whether a lawyer has direct supervisory authority over another lawyer in particular
circumstances is a question of fact.
Paragraph (c) – Responsibility for Another’s Lawyer’s Violation
[6]
The appropriateness of remedial action under paragraph (c)(2) would depend on the
nature and seriousness of the misconduct and the nature and immediacy of its harm. A
managerial or supervisory lawyer must intervene to prevent avoidable consequences of
misconduct if the lawyer knows* that the misconduct occurred.
[7]
A supervisory lawyer violates paragraph (b) by failing to make the efforts required under
that paragraph, even if the lawyer does not violate paragraph (c) by knowingly* directing or
ratifying the conduct, or where feasible, failing to take reasonable* remedial action.
[8]
Paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) create independent bases for discipline. This rule does not
impose vicarious responsibility on a lawyer for the acts of another lawyer who is in or outside
the law firm.* Apart from paragraph (c) of this rule and rule 8.4(a), a lawyer does not have
disciplinary liability for the conduct of a partner,* associate, or subordinate lawyer. The
question of whether a lawyer can be liable civilly or criminally for another lawyer’s conduct is
beyond the scope of these rules.
Rule 5.2 Responsibilities of a Subordinate Lawyer
(a)

A lawyer shall comply with these rules and the State Bar Act notwithstanding that the
lawyer acts at the direction of another lawyer or other person.*

(b)

A subordinate lawyer does not violate these rules or the State Bar Act if that lawyer acts
in accordance with a supervisory lawyer’s reasonable* resolution of an arguable question
of professional duty.

Comment
When lawyers in a supervisor-subordinate relationship encounter a matter involving professional
judgment as to the lawyers’ responsibilities under these rules or the State Bar Act and the
question can reasonably* be answered only one way, the duty of both lawyers is clear and they
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are equally responsible for fulfilling it. Accordingly, the subordinate lawyer must comply with
his or her obligations under paragraph (a). If the question reasonably* can be answered more
than one way, the supervisory lawyer may assume responsibility for determining which of the
reasonable* alternatives to select, and the subordinate may be guided accordingly. If the
subordinate lawyer believes* that the supervisor’s proposed resolution of the question of
professional duty would result in a violation of these rules or the State Bar Act, the subordinate is
obligated to communicate his or her professional judgment regarding the matter to the
supervisory lawyer.
Rule 5.3 Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistants
With respect to a nonlawyer employed or retained by or associated with a lawyer:
(a)

a lawyer who individually or together with other lawyers possesses managerial authority
in a law firm,* shall make reasonable* efforts to ensure that the firm* has in effect
measures giving reasonable* assurance that the nonlawyer’s conduct is compatible with
the professional obligations of the lawyer;

(b)

a lawyer having direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer, whether or not an
employee of the same law firm,* shall make reasonable* efforts to ensure that the
person’s* conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; and

(c)

a lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person* that would be a violation of
these rules or the State Bar Act if engaged in by a lawyer if:
(1)

the lawyer orders or, with knowledge of the relevant facts and of the specific
conduct, ratifies the conduct involved; or

(2)

the lawyer, individually or together with other lawyers, possesses managerial
authority in the law firm* in which the person* is employed, or has direct
supervisory authority over the person,* whether or not an employee of the same
law firm,* and knows* of the conduct at a time when its consequences can be
avoided or mitigated but fails to take reasonable* remedial action.

Comment
Lawyers often utilize nonlawyer personnel, including secretaries, investigators, law student
interns, and paraprofessionals. Such assistants, whether employees or independent contractors,
act for the lawyer in rendition of the lawyer’s professional services. A lawyer must give such
assistants appropriate instruction and supervision concerning all ethical aspects of their
employment. The measures employed in instructing and supervising nonlawyers should take
account of the fact that they might not have legal training.
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Rule 5.3.1
Lawyer
(a)

(b)

(c)

Employment of Disbarred, Suspended, Resigned, or Involuntarily Inactive

For purposes of this rule:
(1)

“Employ” means to engage the services of another, including employees, agents,
independent contractors and consultants, regardless of whether any compensation
is paid;

(2)

“Member” means a member of the State Bar of California;

(3)

“Involuntarily inactive member” means a member who is ineligible to practice
law as a result of action taken pursuant to Business and Professions Code sections
6007, 6203, subdivision (d)(1), or California Rules of Court, rule 9.31(d);

(4)

“Resigned member” means a member who has resigned from the State Bar while
disciplinary charges are pending; and

(5)

“Ineligible person” means a member whose current status with the State Bar of
California is disbarred, suspended, resigned, or involuntarily inactive.

A lawyer shall not employ, associate in practice with, or assist a person* the lawyer
knows* or reasonably should know* is an ineligible person to perform the following on
behalf of the lawyer’s client:
(1)

Render legal consultation or advice to the client;

(2)

Appear on behalf of a client in any hearing or proceeding or before any judicial
officer, arbitrator, mediator, court, public agency, referee, magistrate,
commissioner, or hearing officer;

(3)

Appear as a representative of the client at a deposition or other discovery matter;

(4)

Negotiate or transact any matter for or on behalf of the client with third parties;

(5)

Receive, disburse or otherwise handle the client’s funds; or

(6)

Engage in activities that constitute the practice of law.

A lawyer may employ, associate in practice with, or assist an ineligible person to perform
research, drafting or clerical activities, including but not limited to:
(1)

Legal work of a preparatory nature, such as legal research, the assemblage of data
and other necessary information, drafting of pleadings, briefs, and other similar
documents;
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(2)

Direct communication with the client or third parties regarding matters such as
scheduling, billing, updates, confirmation of receipt or sending of correspondence
and messages; or

(3)

Accompanying an active lawyer in attending a deposition or other discovery
matter for the limited purpose of providing clerical assistance to the active lawyer
who will appear as the representative of the client.

(d)

Prior to or at the time of employing, associating in practice with, or assisting a person*
the lawyer knows* or reasonably should know* is an ineligible person, the lawyer shall
serve upon the State Bar written* notice of the employment, including a full description
of such person’s current bar status. The written* notice shall also list the activities
prohibited in paragraph (b) and state that the ineligible person will not perform such
activities. The lawyer shall serve similar written* notice upon each client on whose
specific matter such person* will work, prior to or at the time of employing, associating
with, or assisting such person* to work on the client’s specific matter. The lawyer shall
obtain proof of service of the client’s written* notice and shall retain such proof and a
true and correct copy of the client’s written* notice for two years following termination
of the lawyer’s employment by the client.

(e)

A lawyer may, without client or State Bar notification, employ, associate in practice with,
or assist an ineligible person whose sole function is to perform office physical plant or
equipment maintenance, courier or delivery services, catering, reception, typing or
transcription, or other similar support activities.

(f)

When the lawyer no longer employs, associates in practice with, or assists the ineligible
person, the lawyer shall promptly serve upon the State Bar written* notice of the
termination.

Comment
If the client is an organization, the lawyer shall serve the notice required by paragraph (d) on its
highest authorized officer, employee, or constituent overseeing the particular engagement. (See
rule 1.13.)
Rule 5.4 Financial and Similar Arrangements with Nonlawyers
(a)

A lawyer or law firm* shall not share legal fees directly or indirectly with a nonlawyer or
with an organization that is not authorized to practice law, except that:
(1)

an agreement by a lawyer with the lawyer’s firm,* partner,* or associate may
provide for the payment of money or other consideration over a reasonable*
period of time after the lawyer’s death, to the lawyer’s estate or to one or more
specified persons;*
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(2)

a lawyer purchasing the practice of a deceased, disabled or disappeared lawyer
may pay the agreed-upon purchase price, pursuant to rule 1.17, to the lawyer’s
estate or other representative;

(3)

a lawyer or law firm* may include nonlawyer employees in a compensation or
retirement plan, even though the plan is based in whole or in part on a profitsharing arrangement, provided the plan does not otherwise violate these rules or
the State Bar Act;

(4)

a lawyer or law firm* may pay a prescribed registration, referral, or other fee to a
lawyer referral service established, sponsored and operated in accordance with the
State Bar of California’s Minimum Standards for Lawyer Referral Services; or

(5)

a lawyer or law firm* may share with or pay a court-awarded legal fee to a
nonprofit organization that employed, retained or recommended employment of
the lawyer or law firm* in the matter.

(b)

A lawyer shall not form a partnership or other organization with a nonlawyer if any of the
activities of the partnership or other organization consist of the practice of law.

(c)

A lawyer shall not permit a person* who recommends, employs, or pays the lawyer to
render legal services for another to direct or regulate the lawyer’s independent
professional judgment or interfere with the lawyer-client relationship in rendering legal
services.

(d)

A lawyer shall not practice with or in the form of a professional corporation or other
organization authorized to practice law for a profit if:
(1)

a nonlawyer owns any interest in it, except that a fiduciary representative of a
lawyer’s estate may hold the lawyer’s stock or other interest for a reasonable*
time during administration;

(2)

a nonlawyer is a director or officer of the corporation or occupies a position of
similar responsibility in any other form of organization; or

(3)

a nonlawyer has the right or authority to direct or control the lawyer’s
independent professional judgment.

(e)

The Board of Trustees of the State Bar shall formulate and adopt Minimum Standards for
Lawyer Referral Services, which, as from time to time amended, shall be binding on
lawyers. A lawyer shall not accept a referral from, or otherwise participate in, a lawyer
referral service unless it complies with such Minimum Standards for Lawyer Referral
Services.

(f)

A lawyer shall not practice with or in the form of a nonprofit legal aid, mutual benefit or
advocacy group if the nonprofit organization allows any third person* to interfere with
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the lawyer’s independent professional judgment, or with the lawyer-client relationship, or
allows or aids any person* to practice law in violation of these rules or the State Bar Act.
Comment
[1]
Paragraph (a) does not prohibit a lawyer or law firm* from paying a bonus to or
otherwise compensating a nonlawyer employee from general revenues received for legal
services, provided the arrangement does not interfere with the independent professional
judgment of the lawyer or lawyers in the firm* and does not violate these rules or the State Bar
Act. However, a nonlawyer employee’s bonus or other form of compensation may not be based
on a percentage or share of fees in specific cases or legal matters.
[2]
Paragraph (a) also does not prohibit payment to a nonlawyer third-party for goods and
services provided to a lawyer or law firm;* however, the compensation to a nonlawyer thirdparty may not be determined as a percentage or share of the lawyer’s or law firm’s overall
revenues or tied to fees in particular cases or legal matters. A lawyer may pay to a nonlawyer
third-party, such as a collection agency, a percentage of past due or delinquent fees in concluded
matters that the third-party collects on the lawyer’s behalf.
[3]
Paragraph (a)(5) permits a lawyer to share with or pay court-awarded legal fees to
nonprofit legal aid, mutual benefit, and advocacy groups that are not engaged in the unauthorized
practice of law. (See Frye v. Tenderloin Housing Clinic, Inc. (2006) 38 Cal.4th 23 [40
Cal.Rptr.3d 221]; see also rule 6.3.) Regarding a lawyer’s contribution of legal fees to a legal
services organization, see rule 1.0, Comment [5] on financial support for programs providing pro
bono legal services.
[4]
This rule is not intended to affect case law regarding the relationship between insurers
and lawyers providing legal services to insureds. (See, e.g., Gafcon, Inc. v. Ponsor Associates
(2002) 98 Cal.App.4th 1388 [120 Cal.Rptr.2d 392].)
[5]
Paragraph (c) is not intended to alter or diminish a lawyer’s obligations under rule 1.8.6
(Compensation from One Other Than Client).
Rule 5.5 Unauthorized Practice of Law; Multijurisdictional Practice of Law
(a)

(b)

A lawyer admitted to practice law in California shall not:
(1)

practice law in a jurisdiction where to do so would be in violation of regulations
of the profession in that jurisdiction; or

(2)

knowingly* assist a person* in the unauthorized practice of law in that
jurisdiction.

A lawyer who is not admitted to practice law in California shall not:
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(1)

except as authorized by these rules or other law, establish or maintain a resident
office or other systematic or continuous presence in California for the practice of
law; or

(2)

hold out to the public or otherwise represent that the lawyer is admitted to practice
law in California.

Comment
Paragraph (b)(1) prohibits lawyers from practicing law in California unless otherwise entitled to
practice law in this state by court rule or other law. (See, e.g., Bus. & Prof. Code, § 6125 et seq.;
see also Cal. Rules of Court, rules 9.40 [counsel pro hac vice], 9.41 [appearances by military
counsel], 9.42 [certified law students], 9.43 [out-of-state attorney arbitration counsel program],
9.44 [registered foreign legal consultant], 9.45 [registered legal services attorneys], 9.46
[registered in-house counsel], 9.47 [attorneys practicing temporarily in California as part of
litigation], 9.48 [non-litigating attorneys temporarily in California to provide legal services].)
Rule 5.6 Restrictions on a Lawyer’s Right to Practice
(a)

Unless authorized by law, a lawyer shall not participate in offering or making:
(1)

a partnership, shareholders, operating, employment, or other similar type of
agreement that restricts the right of a lawyer to practice after termination of the
relationship, except an agreement that concerns benefits upon retirement; or

(2)

an agreement that imposes a restriction on a lawyer’s right to practice in
connection with a settlement of a client controversy, or otherwise.

(b)

A lawyer shall not participate in offering or making an agreement which precludes the
reporting of a violation of these rules.

(c)

This rule does not prohibit an agreement that is authorized by Business and Professions
Code sections 6092.5, subdivision (i) or 6093.

Comment
[1]
Concerning the application of paragraph (a)(1), see Business and Professions Code
section 16602; Howard v. Babcock (1993) 6 Cal.4th 409, 425 [25 Cal.Rptr.2d 80].
[2]
Paragraph (a)(2) prohibits a lawyer from offering or agreeing not to represent other
persons* in connection with settling a claim on behalf of a client.
[3]
This rule does not prohibit restrictions that may be included in the terms of the sale of a
law practice pursuant to rule 1.17.
Rule 5.7 [Reserved]
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